Port Intelligence

Part of the OceanIO platform

Accurate data
on current
and potential
congestions

What is Port Intelligence?
Port Intelligence is a service, indicating how congested a particular port is. The

datasets are updated every 12 hours and support all container ports. That enables
you to plan in advance and offer your customers alternative routes based on
reliable data.

You get a clear idea of how your cargo will be affected at the port of loading and

the port of discharge. The datasets offer valuable information on any container port
in the world. Since the data is delivered through a REST API, the integration into
any system is pain free.

You can even make your own world map, showing all the container ports along
your chosen routes. That gives a better overview and makes it easier to keep

customers informed. Mitigating any delays will also become more straightforward.
Port Intelligence service increases ocean visibility by providing accurate data on
anchorage and berth time.

How does it work?

Search for any port of interest and
get useful insights on congestion

Information on the number of
vessels at port in a simple format

Continuously updated predictions
every 12 hours

Do away with uncertainty
The data feeds give access to continuous updates on the number of
vessels at anchor and at berth. This applies to ports along the route and
the destination port of any shipment.
You get the necessary insights without having to consult other sources.
Port Intelligence delivers simple and uniform data that can be accessed
from your own API. This is a time-saving service that enables users to
retrieve relevant information on the spot and do away with uncertainty.

Get an accurate overview
of current and potential
port congestion

Using the data, you can always know whether port congestion will have
a negative impact on your ongoing shipment. Taking any corrective
measures and mitigating any contingencies becomes simpler.
You can also extract reliable predictions by separately analyzing
anchorage, berthing and dwell time. Gain reliable information based
on a combination of predictive and historic data, spanning the previous
30 days. Then you can inform your customers of any possible delays
or changes in schedule. With Port Intelligence, companies gain a
competitive edge that can improve their customer service.

Features
REST API
One simple, uniform data format, updated every 12 hours
Aggregated information across carriers
All your data in one place
Information on number of vessels at anchor and at berth
Average time data is based on the previous 30 days
Current number of vessels at any given port
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Port Intelligence
data service
is available
through a REST
API for easy
integration

Avg., median and max. anchor, and berth time
Personalized congestion limits with notifications when
congestion is above your limit at a specified port
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